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INSULATED MONOBLOCK SERIES 40
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METALLIC STRUCTURE

The metallic structure is made up of 1,5 mm

thick galvanized steel roof profiles S250 GD,

painted in standard RAL 7035 color and

connected to each other through the corner

uprights. The upper frame, which also acts as a

gutter channel, is equipped with lifting hooks

and exhaust outlets.

WALLS

The walls are made with sandwich panels,

modular, self-supporting, with two faces in

galvanized steel sheet, “micro-corrugated

finish”, insulation in polyurethane foam,

density 40 kg/mc. The total thickness is 40mm.

The panels are kept in guide by profiles of

adequate thickness, connected to each other

by male and female joint, sealed against

external atmospheric agents. The panel sheet

metal is galvanized and powder coated and it

has coefficient of thermal transmission of K=

0,35 (Kcal/h sqm°C), transmittance U=0,4

(W/mqK) and heat resistance R= 2,5 (mqK/W).

ROOF

Horizontal type, made with sandwich panels

with the two faces in galvanized steel sheet,

“micro-corrugated” finish, insulated with

polyurethane foam, 30 mm thickness in the flat

section and 70 mm-in the fret section. The

coefficient of thermal transmission is max

K=0,32 (Kcal/h sqm°C), transmittance U=0,36

(W/mqK) and heat resistance R=2,78 (mqK/W).

The roof is walkable and the capacity is aprox.

kg 120/sqm.

FLOOR

Decking is made by PVC sheets, which are fixed

by appropriate adhesives, to a waterproof

wooden panel (18 mm thickness) in turn, fixed

to a framework of galvanized, lattice-welded

profiles and tubulars. The base of the unit

remains spaced from the ground with n. 2

galvanized tubular bars which, in addition to

conferring greater strength to the structure,

allow proper ventilation to the whole lower

part of the monoblock and the placement of

the exhaust pipes (where necessary). The

countertop capacity is kg 200/sqm.

FIXTURES

In white RAL 9010, they include, in standard
monoblock version, an aluminium door
(dim.mm900x2000H) with glazed upper part
(mm 4) with safety bars, one PVC window
(dim.mm900x980H) with sliding opening and
safety bars.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

made with a visible path along the internal walls, in compliance with the
regulations in force, it includes:

- a LED ceiling light with 40W IP 65 lamp,

- nr. 1 10-16A 01 socket,

- grounding,

- switch 01,
- external watertight box for network connection, electric panel with

magneto thermal circuit breaker.
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LIFTING

The monoblock lifting is made by the connection through chains or
lifting ropes, properly sized for loading. Lifting hooks have to be
inserted at the corners as indicated by the stickers on the cover,
ensuring to have an inclination no less than 60° (internal corner).

TRANSPORT


